
Exercise 10, 11/20/2005
1. Let F be a number �eld. Find an explicit bound, C, in terms of jdisc(F=Q)j, and r1; r2 forF , such that every element of the ideal class group for F is represented by an ideal I � OFsuch that jOF =Ij � C. Illustrate this method: Find two number �elds with non-trivial classgroups and compute the class groups.

In Problems 2{11, C denotes an algebraic curve over Fq corresponding to a global �eldK � Fp with Fq as its �eld of constants. Recall that a vector bundle F of rank m over C isa pair (E;U), where E is an m-dimensional vector space over K and U = Qv2�F Uv is anadelic lattice in E 
K AK . In our notation, E = F� and U = U(F). We de�ned deg(F) to be�(U(F)), where � = �E is the canonical measure on E
K AK . Also, de�ne H0(F) and H1(F)by H0(F) := E \ U , H1(F) := (E 
K AK)=(E + U). De�ne det(F) to be the line bundlecorresponding to the pair (VmK(F�);VmR (U(F))), where R := Qv2�F Ov. The direct sum oftwo vector bundles, the dual of a vector bundle and the tensor product of two vector bundlesis de�ned similarly. For instance, the dual F_ of F de�ned to be the pair�HomK(F�;K); Qv2�F HomOv(Uv;Ov)
�. The canonical line bundle ! = !C on C is the pair

(
;Qv2�F !v), where 
 := Homcont;Fq(AK=K;Fq), and !v is the largest Ov-submodule in

KKv consisting of elements which are trivial on Ov.
2. Show that Homcont;Fq(AK=K;Fq) is a one-dimensional vector space, isomorphic to thevector space Homcont;Fq(AK=K;C�) when post-composed with exp �TrFq=Fp .
3. Prove that HomFq(H1(F);Fq) is naturally isomorphic to H0(F_
 !C).
4. Let F ;F1;F2 be vector bundles on C of degree m;m1;m2 respectively.
(i) Show that deg(F_) = �m, where F_ is the dual of F .
(ii) Show that deg(F1 �F2) = deg(F1) + deg(F2).
(iii) Show that deg(F1 
F2) = deg(F1)m2 + deg(F2)m1 .
5. Show that deg(F) = deg(det(F)).
6. Let L be a line bundle on C.
(i) Let s be a non-zero element of L�. Show that

deg(L) = logq[U(L) : U(L) \ (Yv Ov) � s]� logq[(Yv Ov) � s : U(L) \ (Yv Ov) � s]

(ii) Suppose that deg(L) < 0. Show that H0(L) = (0).
(iii) Suppose that deg(L) = 0 and that H0(L) 6= (0). Prove that L �= OC , where OC is thepair (K;Qv2�F Ov).
7. Let C be a curve of genus zero. Show that any two line bundles of the same degree areisomorphic.
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8. Let K be the rational function �eld Fq(t).
(i) Compute �(AK=K) and show that the curve corresponding toK, denoted P1

Fq
, has genuszero. Here � is the canonical measure on AK

(ii) Compute the volume of A�K;1=K�. Here we use the Haar measure on A�K;1 induced by
the Haar measure �

jj�jj on A�K and the measure dxx on R�>0.
9. Classify all line bundles on P1

Fq
.

10.* Classify all curves of genus zero over Fq.
11.* Classify all vector bundles on P1

Fq
.
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